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In every relationship, there’s a gap at some point between your expectations and your spouse’s behavior. He always . . . 
she always . . . any time we need to go somewhere, he/she . . . And in the gap, we insert beliefs, judgments, absolutes. 
We assume the worst, or we can believe the best. The great news is that you can choose to believe the best about your 
US.

• 1 Corinthians 13 is a list of truths about love that takes a lifetime of pursuit and work. A pursuit worth the work.

• Love always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.

• One of the most powerful things we can do to communicate that someone has not disappointed us is to believe 
the best.

• Love tries to protect this relationship. Love looks for a generous explanation. Love will not give up hope until 
proven otherwise. Love always looks for the good.

• Take every opportunity to draw your spouse in your direction. Don't create an environment where they don’t 
measure up.

• Our greatest opportunity as a couple for impact in culture is not just going to church, it’s learning to fall in love and 
stay in love and to love each other the way our heavenly Father through Jesus Christ loved us.

• Love continues as we learn to make a decision every single day to fill the gaps with faith and trust, not with 
suspicion and hostility. 

• The goal of marriage is not to make points and win arguments. The goal is to fall in love and stay in love forever. 

In every relationship, there’s a gap at some point, and your 
ability to stay in love is determined by what you put in that gap.

BOTTOM LINE
1 Corinthians 13:4-7
Luke 6:31

LOVE 
GOD
FIRST

Maybe the most important question shouldn’t be what makes your marriage work, 
but WHO makes your marriage work? Loving God empowers us to love our spouse 
in ways we could never love them on our own.

Talk with your spouse about how God currently fits into your marriage. Discuss ways 
you can put him more at the center of your marriage. 

THOUGHTS TO 
PONDER...

Choose to Believe the Best



2MAKE TIME FOR YOUR US

Ask yourself and your spouse these questions then discuss ways 
you can improve. 

• Ask yourself: What did I do this week that I believe showed my 
spouse I am choosing to pursue them? 

• Ask your spouse: What did I do this week that made you believe I 
desire to pursue you? 

APPLICATION

YOUR PERSONAL THOUGHTS AND HOW YOU CAN APPLY:

Day 1. One great thing about you that most people 
don’t know is _____________________________.
Day 2. Thank you for ___________________________.
Day 3. It makes me smile when you _______________.
Day 4. I couldn’t do____________________ without 
you.
Day 5. I hope ___________________ never changes 
about you.

Take four minutes, for five days to 
write one affirming thing about 
your spouse and then share it with 
each other, either at the end of the 
day or the end of the week. 

BELIEVE:




